Support system for fine focusing and astigmatism correction using an auditory signal in scanning electron microscopy.
The current study describes a new support system for fine focusing and near-perfect astigmatism correction for scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The signal-to-noise ratio of a series of SEM images obtained from fast scan rates (TV scan) was adopted as a new metric for evaluating focus. Measured signal-to-noise ratio values were converted to an acoustic signal (sound wave frequency) using digital image processing techniques, enabling the SEM user to evaluate image focus using the auditory modality. Accurate focusing and correcting astigmatism in general-purpose SEM is traditionally time-consuming and difficult. The proposed system may substantially reduce the required operation time for fine focusing. Moreover, the system is relatively immune to noise, successfully supporting focus and astigmatism correction with very noisy SEM images. Our proposed focus support system may be helpful for general-purpose SEM observation of a variety of specimens under a wide range of operating conditions.